Modeling of bispecific antibody elution in mixed-mode cation-exchange chromatography.
The increasing demand for cost-efficient manufacturing of biopharmaceuticals has been the main driving force for the development of novel chromatography resins, which resulted in the development of multimodal or mixed-mode chromatographic resins. Most of them combine electrostatic and hydrophobic functionalities and are designed to deliver unique selectivity and increased binding capacities also at increased ionic strength. However, the mechanism of the protein-resin interaction in mixed-mode chromatography is still not fully understood. The performance of protein separations in mixed-mode chromatography is consequently difficult to predict. In this work, we present a model combining both salt and pH dependence to characterize and to predict protein retention in mixed-mode chromatography. The model parameters are determined based on simple linear pH gradient elution experiments at different ionic strengths and they are directly transferable for the prediction of salt-induced elution at fixed pH. Validity of the model is demonstrated for a bispecific antibody and its product-related impurities.